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Q1:  

Yes 

Q2:  

Adding a Higher Class. that Includes R18+ to cover highly violent or Sexual or Drug consepts 

Q3:  

Reggardless on bein a platform or using aa controler the consumer is still subjected to media content 

Q4:  

No, if a complaint is made then it is already to late. 

Q5:  

Yes, the severity of potential impact should affect class. Content designed for children should be class 

the same across all media. 

Q6:  

No it shouldn't 

Q7:  

Yes 

Q8:  

If they are sevirley expossing excessive Violence, Sexual, Drug themes then yes 

Q9:  

It should run on the same rule. Keeping consistancy in the final classification. 

Q10:  

No, Same rules. 

Q11:  

Any excessive Adult themes. If Just like movies, consumers deserve to be pre warned. If an action or 

situation would be banned in high school then that particular consept or action should be classified to 

keep it out of childrens easy reach. 

Q12:  

We'r after classifications not control 

Q13:  

Classification and awarness 

Q14:  

Im sure access to these are already controlled well. 

Q15:  

Again, excessive Violence, Sexual, Drugs, any excessive Adult themes. Consistant rules from video, 

magazine or Dig media. 

Q16:  

Their role is to impliment a fare and practical Rating system 

Q17:  



Mould support the growth of the industry. Would be able to govern and set penalties for non-

complience 

Q18:  

If a rating system is in place then it should be used on all content. Consistency. 

Q19:  

Yes, smaller groups should be subsidised. The cost could reflect potential audience. 

Q20:  

Currently G and PG are understood. Difference betwean M and MA is not clear. MA dosnot go far 

enough in warning parents of excessive themes. 

Q21:  

Movies already have R and X ratings. Games need to bought within these same guidelinss. 

Q22:  

All Media needs a consistant classification.. It all has the potential to impact an audience 

Q23:  

Yes 

Q24:  

All Adults have the right to chose what they do or not access on line. It dos need to be protected from 

underage access. 

Q25:  

Prohibitation is only a minor deterant. Just because it wasn't alowed classification people will find a 

way. 

Q26:  

Of corse it should be consistant 

Q27:  

Why Should it? 

Q28:  

Yes 

Q29:  

As above, R Ratings and X Ratings on games that are to violent or excessive themes, as movie and 

video are. 
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